
TODAY, I GIVE UP TRYING

Chapter: 1586

Angry!

Everyone can feel that Lin Fan at this time is completely angry!

“Take care of her!”

Lin Fan directly handed the nightshade to Kou Jianghuai, and then

took a step forward and walked towards Mei Yingxue expressionlessly

under everyone’s gaze.

“The instructor is mighty!”

“The instructor is mighty!”

After seeing this scene, all the Longfang sergeants were all excited, as if

they had seen their savior, screaming for the title of Lin Fan frantically.

Because they all knew that as long as Lin Fan shot, everything would

be stable.

Their instructor killed a great master in one move.

Instructor?

Mei Yingxue frowned and stared straight at Lin Fan:

“Are you really Master Lin?”

Not only her, but the Mei family who heard this name also looked at

Lin Fan in surprise.

Are there really great masters in their early twenties?

They are not dreaming, right?

just!

Lin Fan didn’t answer her at all, but…

Crazy slaughter!

Ahhhhh!

A sad scream, resounding through the clouds!

Everywhere Lin Fan went, he left a corpse. He walked towards Mei

Yingxue frantically, step by step with blood marks.

Scared!

At this time, Mei Yingxue panicked to the extreme.

There was a deep horror and disbelief in his eyes, and he was really

scared!

“Master Lin, right? I’m black and white, come and learn your abilities!”

Two gray-haired old men walked out and stared at Lin Fan with a grin.

These two are also great masters!

In the global martial arts world, there are too few cases where two

brothers are masters at the same time. Therefore, these two people are

extremely well-known in the world and are known as black and white

double evil.

Together, their brothers are not as simple as one plus one equals two.

Their brothers once defeated the three great masters jointly by their

combined attack.

At this moment, they all looked at Lin Fan with a grin, and said

gloomily:

“Master Lin, I’ve heard of your name for a long time! I didn’t think you

were in your early twenties. We have never seen a genius like you!”

“But our favorite thing to do is to kill geniuses! So you are going to be

unlucky!”

But when he finished speaking, Lin Fan suddenly…

Moved!

boom!

He was like a horror chariot, rushing out fiercely, like a gallop, and at

the moment when everyone had reacted, he was already standing in

front of the black and white double evil spirits.

Ok… so fast!

When everyone reacted, they saw in horror that Lin Fan did not know

when to stand in front of the black and white Shuangsha.

Even the black and white Shuangsha, the smile on his face was

completely frozen.

The speed of this guy…how could it be so fast?

But it’s more than that!

Under the horrified eyes of everyone, Lin Fan slowly raised his hand

and pressed it to Shuang Sha’s chest.

At the same time, a grinning smile appeared at the corner of Lin Fan’s

mouth:

“You like to kill geniuses? I also like to kill the strong!”

puff!

Two blood mists splashed out instantly, extremely dazzling.

Puff!

Puff!

Everyone was horrified to see that the black and white double evil

coefficient knelt in front of Lin Fan.

Kneeling in front of this man who is like a demon king!

One blow, serious injury!

Crazy!

This scene is so crazy to them!

“I… Am I wrong? What kind of monster is this guy!”

“One move, only one move? This is both black and white! Oh my

god!”

Everyone feels that their brains are about to explode!

All the people around, with a slight psychological endurance, passed

out directly.

It was shocking! so horrible!

In their eyes, the black and white double evil spirits are like gods, high

and supreme, invincible in the world.

But now, Lin Fan was seriously injured by one move?

How terrifying is the impact of this scene, it is simply unimaginable!

The cheeks of Mei Yingxue and others were already bloodshot, and

they only felt that their legs were so heavy as if they were filled with

lead, and they couldn’t move half a minute.

The boundless fear completely overwhelmed them like a tide.

monster!

This is a monster!

“Smoke me, are you worthy?”

boom!

These words, like five thunderstorms, made the complexion of black

and white double evil completely pale!

In the eyes of the two of them, there was a deep horror and fear!

Obviously, they were all frightened.

They have lived so many years, they have never seen an offspring who

can be so sturdy and terrifying.

He is only in his twenties, how could he have such a deep Taoism?

Puff!

Mei Yingxue slumped directly on the ground, her delicate and beautiful

face revealing extreme fear.

Today, did you come to avenge yourself, or did you come to die?
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